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Many high speed digital interfaces
use multiple lanes to achieve the
throughput requirements of their
systems. These systems present
validation and characterization
challenges because of connection
requirements, including singleended as well as differential
testing and more lines than
oscilloscope channels available.
Solving this problem with a
switching network will lead to
lower test costs, higher reliability,
and unattended testing, which
managers desire for productivity.
This application note addresses
the use of these switching
networks, their calibration, use
of calibration, accuracy that is
achievable, degradations that
might be encountered, and
other considerations such as
de-embedding test point access
adaptors and 2-port versus 4-port
characterization.

Switching Use
Cases Addressed
Comments about Case #1
The PC board should use the best
materials possible and may (or
may not) have the RF connectors
close to the pins of the target
device to be characterized. In the
latter case, there is enough loss
to warrant a measurement of the
s-parameters of the paths to the
RF connectors and to comprehend
them in the compensation (or ‘deembedding’) process.

Lane0 +
Lane0 Lane1 +
Lane1 -

LaneTest +
LaneTest -

LaneN +
LaneN -

Figure 1. Two multi-port microwave switches can be used to switch high speed
differential lanes

There are two primary use cases that will be addressed in this application note. These
are identified by the nature of the device under test and, as you will see, determine
different steps in the calibration of an intervening network.

Case #1
Device under test is an integrated circuit, and the objective is to measure to the pins
of the device. A printed circuit (PC) board is used as test fixture. It breaks out signals
to test to standard RF connectors such as SMA.

Test board
L0+ L0-

Device
under
test

L1+
L1L2+
L2-

Lane test +
Lane test -

Figure 2. Test device is an integrated circuit on a test board
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Comments about Case #2

Case #2

The performance of this kind
of device usually includes the
standard digital connector mated
pair so the device’s performance
is measured at the virtual point
on the oscilloscope side of that
mated pair. The performance of
the testpoint adapter may be so
good as to be ignored, common
to all measured devices by standard decree, or de-embedded
if the s-parameter file for it is
available. The s-parameter file
should comprehend the whole
fixture except the connector and
connector pins. The connectors’
performance for these digital
standards does vary considerably, so the mating connector of
the adapter – say a plug device –
will, in general, be different than
what is used for same standard’s
cable. This fact means there is
uncertainty from the measurement to operation in the system.
Though rarely considered, it may
be handled by a ‘fudge factor’
or extra margin in a link budget.
Another rarely explored fact is
that these connectors may have
widely-varying common mode
transmission characteristics from
one vendor combination to the
next. Depending on the degree
that receiver circuits are immune
to common mode, it may make
sense to ignore this.

The device under test is a ‘system’ where the output is through a defined digital
connector such as HDMI and DisplayPort. Such systems require a testpoint adapter (test
fixture) to break out the lanes to the oscilloscope.

Standard
connector

Lane test +
Lane test -

Figure 3. Test device has a digital standard connector, not an RF coaxial launch

Test board
L0+ L0-

Device
under
test

L1+

Lane test +
Lane test -

L1L2+
L2-

Switch matrix

Figure 4. Case 1 with switching network. All lanes are connected to this switch matrix

Test device

Testpoint adapter (TPA)
Cable

Standard
connector

In either case, the switch matrix
looks the same and is composed
of cabling to and from the network and multi-port microwave
switches. Its inclusion in the test
cases is shown in Figure 4 and 5.

Testpoint adapter (TPA)

Test device

Lane test +
Lane test -

Switch matrix
Figure 5. Case 2 with switching network. All lanes are connected to this switch matrix
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Test System
Requirements

When testing a device directly (when its output is applied directly to an analyzer, such as
an oscilloscope) we usually embrace whatever uncertainty the oscilloscope has as being
insignificant. Keysight Technologies, Inc. takes pride in delivering products that provide
the lowest uncertainty possible to warrant such assumptions, but the wise test engineer
will take steps to validate assumptions. To this end, it is useful to create a model of
uncertainties in your system. The uncertainties associated with an oscilloscope’s
acquisition accuracy are its: frequency response, channel-to-channel frequency
response tracking, channel-to-channel skew, channel match (return loss), and noise
performance. The inclusion of a switch matrix – though we think of it as extending the
front panel of the oscilloscope – can degrade these performances considerably, so the
task we have is eliminate or mitigate these degradations. Let’s summarize the objective:
1. The switch matrix paths are the same length so zero skew is added.
2. The switch matrix paths exhibit flat frequency response at 0 dB and bandwidth
greater than the minimum desired.
3. The interaction between the DUT and any path element (cable, switch,
oscilloscope) is kept to a minimum.
Let’s briefly look at these individually:

1. Skew
A time delay between lines of a pair is called ‘intra-pair’ skew. Intra-Pair skew results in
two degradations of your signal. First, you will see a roll-off of the
differential gain frequency response as shown in Figure 6. When the frequency is 0.5/
TSkew a total destructive addition is seen. When the frequency equals
0.1/TSkew, the error at that frequency will be about .4 dB, or 5%.

Figure 6. Effect of skew on differential frequency response
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Secondly, intra-pair skew creates differential-to-common mode conversions that will distort
the waveform. These common mode conversions, along with any common mode signal
presence in a signal, will degrade signal parameters and may be especially deleterious in
probed measurements.

Figure 7. Rise time degradation due to 50 ps of skew. The differential signal is shown in the yellow trace

2. Frequency Response
Distortions in the waveform occur because of frequency response non-flatness in the
channel. The distortion can simply be that the differential response of both sides of a
lane diminish over frequency either identically, representing a decrease in measurement
bandwidth, or not identically, representing a decrease in measurement bandwidth as
well as a complex frequency-dependent, differential-to-common mode conversion
characteristic.

Figure 8. Frequency response (S21) of 2 meters of
cable and one microwave switch
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3. Interaction
The interaction between blocks in an RF system typically has not been a concern for the
validation engineer of digital systems, but it is a must for examination to keep uncertainties
to acceptable levels. Let’s start with the Figure 9, which depicts a simple transmitter,
channel, and ideal receiver of a 2-port system. These are modeled with their flow graph
components as well. Using flow graph analysis, the voltage incident upon the receiver, RX,
is VRX(f) is expressed:

VRX(f) = VTX(f)*S21(f) / [1±|GTX(f)|*|S11(f)|]

TX

RX

Channel
S21

VTX
S11

Γ

TX

Γ =0
RX

S22

Figure 9. Flow graph
analysis of system

S12

If we knew the magnitude and phase of the components in the denominator, we could
know the voltage incident on the receiver. However, we generally don’t know this, so 1
±|GTX(f)|*|S11(f)| represents an uncertainty term, where the uncertainty can be expressed:
Uncertainty ~ |GTX(f)|*|S11(f)|
This relation allows you to set the target for your confidence. If you want no more than 5%
uncertainty at a given frequency, then |GTX(f)|*|S11(f)| must be less than 0.05. A quick example
of this would be if your transmitter S22 (or GTX) is 0.5 (–6 dB return loss), then the channel must
have S11 better than 0.1 (–20 dB return loss) for 5% uncertainty. Note that the s-parameters
are a function of frequency, so your choice of uncertainty value will depend on bandwidth,
signal type, and pattern.
With respect to our enterprise of inserting a switch matrix between the device under test
and the oscilloscope, what we need to analyze is shown in Figure 10.

DUT

DUT

TPA

Switch
matrix

Switch
matrix

TPA
ΓTX

ΓSM

RX

RX

Figure 10. Analyzing
interaction between
switch matrix/
oscilloscope and the
device under test
and TPA

*If the magnitude of GTX* GSM is less than the uncertainty threshold set, then you are ready to proceed with the
implementation of the switch matrix.
*If the magnitude of GTX* GSM is more than the uncertainty threshold set, then other measures must be taken.
These actions will be addressed in a later section.
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Characterizing and
Evaluating the
Switch Matrix

Though the switch matrix is a 4-port device, its configuration, measurement, and calibration is generally a 2-port affair. Figure 11 illustrates that instead of requiring 4-port measurement on a VNA, the task can be done with evaluation of the two 2-port paths for the
specific lane desired.

Port 1

+

+

P
Port 3

-

P

Port 2
Port 4

s4p

P .s2

0

0

P .s2p

-

Figure 11. Standard 4-port (16 elements per frequency) representation versus two 2-port .s2p files (4 elements
each) with zero matrices representing the crosstalk terms

The P+.s2p and the P-.s2p files are the 2-port evaluations of an arbitrary lane path using
two cable-switch-cable combinations as shown in the previous figures (for example Figure
4). Every path for every switch should be evaluated. Evaluate the full .s2p file with focus on
the S21 and the S11 frequency response plots of all paths.

Figure 12. S11 measurements for a path

To evaluate the frequency response of the through gain, S21, look for a monotonic characteristic of loss versus frequency with no sudden bumps or dips. Any such dip may occur because of a bad connection that will change over time or a resonant structure in the channel
that will vary over temperature and humidity. A frequency dip indicating a poor connection
is evident in the S21 plot at around 15 GHz. If this is in the measurement bandwidth, it must
be addressed and eliminated.
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Also find the point of the trace where the trace goes below –12 dB. The lowest ‘–12 dB’
frequency you find in all of the switch paths should be the maximum bandwidth you
should consider as your measurement bandwidth. At frequencies beyond this point, your
measurements may be affected by the signal-to-noise ratio present in the acquisition.
Note: the selection of –12 dB is somewhat arbitrary; experimentation with degradation of
measurements such as jitter should be performed to establish your specific goals. Also
realize that other connective elements such as the test access board or test point access
adapter will also have their losses as well, so you should consider the total path loss
from the source. Note that in Figure 8 the –12 dB point is not the limitation in the VNA
measurement to 20 GHz.

Evaluating the return loss, S11, S22
The S11 and S22 are reflective s-parameters and are indicative of the match to the
characteristic impedance of the system. These are the parameters that cause uncertainty in
the measurement as discussed in the previous section, and it is desirable to keep them as low
as possible. What is most significant is the frequency content of the signal and the return loss
at these frequencies (or frequency bands). The return loss characteristic typically fluctuates
wildly over frequency, and that is generally no cause for concern. The main issue is the peaks
of the return loss curve and where those peaks occur. In the S22 plot above, the reflection is
about –15 dB or less to about 13 GHz. If this is unsatisfactory, explore the separate elements
of the system to find the main contributor. In some cases, you may just need better cables.
Finally, it is a very good idea to evaluate the path delays of the switch matrix. While we
endeavor to ultimately calibrate these out, it is a good idea to minimize the spread as a
standard engineering practice. It is suggested you keep it to no more than 5 nS (> 1 meter
of cable). A way to measure the spread is with a pattern generator and reference clock as
shown in Figure 13.

Pattern generator
output connected
one path at a time

Appropriate output
cable selected

Switch
Figure 13. Measuring the time delay spread of all the paths in the switch matrix

Figure 14. Time delay of paths through one switch. Trace in blue is the reference trigger. The different traces
indicate an 88 ps spread for the four paths of the switch being evaluated
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Compensating for the
Switch Matrix and
Cable Network
[Switch Matrix Only]

In order to compensate the switch matrix and cabling with the goal of making it look like the
network is not there, we have to measure it. This is done in one of two ways:
1. Use a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA), as we did in the previous section – 		
measure each path’s s-parameters.
2. Use an Infiniium oscilloscope with PrecisionProbe/Cable hardware and 		
software to measure the insertion loss of the paths.
In either case, we aim to mathematically compensate for the path directly on each
acquisition taken. In the simplest example, if we have a switch path with a particular
frequency response, we want the oscilloscope to implement a function that is the inverse
of that response so the net gain is unity. If the channel is characterized by an array of S21
values, the compensating transfer function in the frequency domain is an array of S21-1
values. Infiniium oscilloscopes have built-in hardware that can implement the compensation
in real time with time domain convolution of the compensating filters with the acquisition.
The filters are constructed from frequency domain transfer functions and are implemented
as FIR filters. These filters can be created using one of two software packages available in
Infiniium oscilloscopes: InfiniiSim waveform transformation software and PrecisionProbe/
Cable software. In fact, as you will see, filters from both of these packages can be used
simultaneously on any given oscilloscope channel.

1. Compensating using InfiniiSim Waveform Transformation Software
InfiniiSim is a general-purpose transfer function generator package and can be used in
tasks as simple as one block de-embed and embed to tasks as sophisticated as 27-block
networks with virtual probing and oscilloscope probe removal.
The process in this case is simple:
a. Procure a VNA with the frequency coverage desired.
b. Set up freq resolution and IF bandwidth filtering and averaging.
c. Calibrate VNA.
d. Measure the 2-port switch paths one at a time and store the .s2p files with 		
appropriate names to facilitate their recall.
e. Activate InfiniiSim with 2-port transfer function creation, and select the simple Insertion
Loss Removal model.
f. Insert the .s2p file measured for the path desired, name the transfer function accordingly,
and create transfer function. For instance, you might have an .s2p file called ‘Lane0plus.
s2p’ and name the transfer function ‘L0plus.tf2.’
g. When measurements for a given channel use that path, activate InfiniiSim and load the 		
transfer function.
h. All subsequent measurements for that channel now reflect the compensation of that path.
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Figure 15. InfiniiSim dialogs: initiating setup and selecting model to use

Figure 16. InfiniiSim definition: selecting model, entering s parameter file for circuit element, naming transfer
function, and generating the transfer function
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Figure 17. InfiniiSim completed: note successful calculation of transfer function and default parameters used
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2. Compensating using PrecisionProbe/Cable Hardware
and Software
PrecisionProbe/Cable targets the insertion loss in an oscilloscope or calibrates high
accuracy for the AC response of probe heads. In this specific application of the switch
matrix, we are interested in the cable calibration capability of PrecisionProbe/Cable.
PrecisionCable makes use of a very fast edge to make two measurements. The first
measurement is the reference without the switch matrix network, and the second
measurement is made after the network’s insertion. These two measurements are expressed
relative to each other in the frequency domain to obtain a network frequency response.
It is this frequency response that drives the transfer function generation for the realtime
compensation. It is fairly simple to execute with a wizard connection guide:
a. Activate PrecisionProbe/Cable in the channel dialog. Ensure license is activated
beforehand.
b. Select ‘cable’ as the target, and select defaults for delay and automatic bandwidth.
c. Follow connection prompts for the PrecisionCable hardware (three cablesand splitter) to
two channels on the oscilloscope. Note: at this point you are creating the PrecisionCable
transfer functions, and it doesn’t matter what channels are used to do the calibration.
d. Make the reference measurement.
e. Insert the switch path between the two cables used when making the reference
measurement, and make the measurement with this network in place.
f. Name the PrecisionCable file, and you are done. Note: you can continue measuring other
paths making use of the first reference measurement. This is highly suggested to
eliminate time and errors.
g. Select the oscilloscope channel you want to use to measure the given path, turn
PrecisionProbe/Cable on, and select the file you just named.
h. All subsequent measurements on that channel now reflect the compensation 		
of that path.

3

1

2

Figure 18. Initiating PrecisionCable calibration
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5

6
Figure 19. Operating PrecisionCable software
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Figure 20. Operating PrecisionCable software
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Evaluating
Performance of the
Path Compensation

It is expected that you will want to validate the compensations that InfiniiSim or PrecisionProbe create because you need to have confidence that the paths are truly flat and your
assumptions in measurements are validated. There are a number of ‘tools’ you can use to do
this performance validation:
–– Skew evaluation: This evaluation determines the spread of the corrected path skew.
Obviously, we are looking for each line to have the same value in time, so we want a 0
ps nominal value.
–– Step response: Evaluating the step response is the benchmark manner to understand
that the compensation is correct. Implicit in the step response is the frequency response in both magnitude and phase. If either magnitude or phase is not correct, it will
manifest in the step fidelity. We can also mathematically process the step information
to reveal the frequency response.
–– Before-and-after analysis of waveform: Once the step response is done, the evaluation is a mere formality, but it should be done with the type of signals you expect to see.
This evaluation compares a reference measurement of a typical waveform to a corrected version of it with the switch matrix in place. While it should be obvious that the
eye diagram would improve from the uncompensated waveform to the compensated
waveform, the eye can be evaluated as well for a quick qualitative assessment. This can
be done for all lanes.
–– Noise analysis: This evaluation characterizes potential degradation you might see because of loss of signal to noise ratio.

a. Skew analysis
Using the setup described in Figure 21, we can measure the before-and-after skew spread.

Figure 21. Comparisons of skew before and after compensation with PrecisionProbe (±2 ps)
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b. Step response
Validating the step response requires the generation of a high speed step. We first apply
such a step directly to an oscilloscope channel and measure the edge. A diagram of the test
setup is shown below.

N2806A

N2806A

Calibration pulse calibrator

Switch
Figure 22. Test setup for verifying step and frequency response

The first measurement is the reference step measurement. A screenshot of this is captured
in Figure 23. Note that the fall time of this step is ~24 ps. In order to show insight to its frequency content, we can take the derivative of the falling edge step and then take the FFT of
the derivative. Because the derivative function has high frequency response that is linearly
increasing with frequency, ideally it will directly counteract the 1/f square wave frequency
content of step under FFT assumptions of repetition. It is essentially flat to the bandwidth of
the oscilloscope. In our verification, it is not necessary that the frequency response observed is flat. However, it is comforting that the equipment is coming close to ideal.

Figure 23. Reference step with derivative and FFT of derivative
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When we observe the step through the switch matrix, we see a definite rounding of the step
edges, and the frequency response now looks similar to frequency responses shown when
making the VNA measurements. Note the fall time is substantially degraded by about 40%.
Now we repeat the measurement with compensation applied, and we find that we have
rectified the degradation.

Figure 24. Step through the switch matrix

Figure 25. Compensated step response
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Note that in Figure 25 the fall time now is closer to what was originally seen when the step
was directly applied to the oscilloscope. Also, the edge characteristic and the benchmark
reference frequency response exhibit the same fidelity as the reference measurement.
Note: the frequency response plots shown in Figure 25 indicate a departure from ideal at
the lowest frequencies. This is an artifact of the measurement conditions setup, not of actual performance. Lowest frequencies are best captured with longer time records. However,
to show fidelity in the high frequency measurement, we are best served with shorter records
because they result in better signal-to noise ratio.

c. ‘Before-and-after’ analysis
We perform a comparative analysis by subtracting averaged acquisitions of two different
measurements and then analyzing the residual error. Using a reference source that preferably has the edge rate you expect, we can select a time domain waveform of a particular
sequence of bits (say of a PRBS7 pattern at 2.5 Gbs) and capture an averaged version of
it as a reference measurement when the source is directly connected to the oscilloscope.
This reference measurement is stored. Afterward, the network is inserted and mathematically corrected, and another averaged waveform is taken and compared with the stored
waveform. The comparison is a simple subtraction that, in the ideal case, will yield only
oscilloscope acquisition noise over the interval of analysis. Peak-to-peak error, or rms error,
can be measured as figure of merit for a given sequence of bits. The measurement setup is
shown below. The fixed attenuators shown are used to reduce uncertainty due to difference
in match for both measurements.

Oscilloscope
Pattern generator

3 db 3 db
Reference measurement

Oscilloscope

Pattern generator
+

P

3 db

Figure 26. Comparative analysis test setup

-

P

3 db
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Comparative Analysis
Results

A 3.3 Gbs PRBS7 pattern was chosen to do the following analysis, but you would choose
your own parameters. The PRBS7 pattern is relatively short, so it shows the more salient
sequences over a short time interval. In this particular case, the trigger is set to a pulse
width of greater than 2.0 ns (7*300 ps). All measurements are averaged by a factor of
256. The reference measurement is shown in the orange trace; the active trace is Channel
one in yellow and Function 1 trace represents Channel 1- reference. A comparison is first
taken (not shown) of the reference versus reference as a sanity check which yields very low
residuals (~200 uVolts rms). Then the network is inserted and, again as a sanity check, we
measure the reference versus the uncompensated result. Function 1 is shown with 10 mV/
Div, the residual error is 12.4 mV rms, and the peak error is more than 20% the peak value of
the waveform.

Figure 27. Uncompensated waveform comparisons

The network is left in place, and we then measure the reference versus the compensated
result by activating InfiniiSim or PrecisionProbe/Cable. This time Function 1 is shown with
5 mV/Div, the residual error is 1.54 mV rms, and the peak error is about 3% the peak value
of the waveform. Driving this residual error to be as low as you can requires s-parameters
as accurate as possible, low noise source, more averaging of the waveform, higher fixed
attenuation values and utmost care in connection to the network.

Figure 28. Compensated waveform comparisons. Note that reference and compensated
waveforms are overlaid
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Variants to
Compensating the
Network

There are a number of variants to the switch network use case that need to be considered.

Case #1 with De-embedding of the Test Board
In this extension of the use case, you are not just interested in removing the effects of the
switch matrix and cable network; you want to consider the test board on which the device
under test (integrated circuit) sits. There are three possibilities that may be chosen:

a. File created for test board only – use InfiniiSim:
In this scenario you have an .s4p file for the test board and want to include it in the compensation (or de-embedding). This file may be the result of EM software modeling with a design
package such as ADS, or you may have measured an unloaded board using a VNA probe
station. Regardless of where the file comes from, since you have .s2p’s of the switch matrix
paths, you will use InfiniiSim to generate the transfer functions. In using InfiniiSim, we will
select a 3-block model and put the .s4p file for the board model in the first block and put
the two .s2p files in the second block. You then create the transfer function, and afterward
all subsequent measurements comprehend the path compensation.

Figure 29. Using .s4p file for test board with two .s2p files for the switch matrix
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b. File created for test board only – use InfiniiSim and PrecisionProbe:
In this scenario, you again have the .s4p file of the test board on which your device sits, but
you choose to use PrecisionProbe to compensate the switch matrix. In this case, you are
making use of two transfer functions that the Infiniium oscilloscope can handle independently. The only new step here is that after you go through the PrecisionCable steps for the
switch matrix as already stated, you then activate InfiniiSim using the same procedure as in
the switch matrix except you choose 4–port, single-block insertion loss removal, input the
board .s4p file into it, and create the transfer function. Now you have two transfer functions
being applied simultaneously.

Figure 30. Using InfiniiSim to create the transfer function to remove the effects of the
test board
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c. File created for test board through to cables connecting the
oscilloscope:
In this case, you choose to measure each 4-port path directly with a VNA. The input ports
(say, ports 1 and 3) require VNA probes at the output pins (unloaded board assumed),
and the output ports (ports 2 and 4) are at the end of the cables that connect to the
oscilloscope. This connection would be the most accurate because you would not suffer the
uncertainties of two or more separate VNA measurements. However, it is likely a complex
setup. The compensation for this is simple as you merely use the resulting .s4p file in a
1-block insertion loss removal model in InfiniiSim.

Figure 31. Using a 4-port .s4p for the whole path

Case #2 with De-embed Test Point Adapter
a.File given for test point adapter – use InfiniiSim for the fixture and
switch matrix
This model of operation is technically not different from scenario Case #1a above. In this
case, the vendor of the test point access fixture has provided an .s4p file, and it is used with
the switch matrix .s2p files to build composite paths to de-embed.

b.File given for test point adapter – use InfiniiSim for fixture and
PrecisionProbe for switch matrix
This model of operation is technically not different from scenario Case #1b above. You might
choose this scenario because the switch matrix is being used for multiple standards with
different fixtures being employed. In this case, the test application software may manifest
the de-embedding of the fixture using InfiniiSim, so it is a detail that you don’t need to
explicitly worry about.
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Other Considerations

A. What if uncertainty is too great? GTX*GSM > uncertainty limit
Earlier, we mentioned that mitigating actions could be taken if you exceed your uncertainty
requirements. These measures are:
1.
2.

Comprehend impedances of DUT/TPA and switch matrix/oscilloscope to perform true
switch network de-embed.
Use attenuators in the switch matrix to reduce GSM to be in acceptable range.

In the first mitigating step, instead of assuming you only know the approximate magnitude
of the source or upstream output impedance, you actually measure it and comprehend it as
an S22 in InfiniiSim in the block closest to the source. InfiniiSim will calculate the interaction
in magnitude and phase so the uncertainty term is eliminated. There is, of course, the
uncertainty of the vector network analyzer in two measurements; that now will become the
new uncertainty.
The second mitigating step, using attenuators, is an old trick that RF system designers use.
By using a fixed attenuator, you can achieve improved match by up to 2X the attenuator
value. Figure 32 illustrates this. In this figure, we measure a notably poor return loss and
inserted a 3 dB attenuator. You can see that the second trace is almost exactly 6 dB down
from the top trace throughout the band of interest.

Figure 32. Improving match by using fixed attenuator. Bottom trace reflects same
path with 3 dB pad in it
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Though not typically done in digital testing, it is a perfectly acceptable technique in most
cases. A detraction of using attenuators is the added cost. If you have eight lines (four
differential lanes), then you will need eight attenuators. An accuracy concern because of
measuring at reduced levels is an issue if you lose signal-to-noise ratio or not. In some
cases you might; for instance if the signal
is initially very close to full scale, then the signal with a 3 dB pad would likely require the
same scale, and you would lose 3 dB of signal-to-noise ratio. If, on the other hand, the
signal is not near full scale, adding an attenuator might allow the next higher sensitivity
scaling on the oscilloscope and enable a full scale measurement. This would have to
be balanced against noise degradation in using the higher sensitivity scaling. Note that
Infiniium oscilloscopes have vernier settings for arbitrary scaling, which lets you optimize
signal-to-noise ratio. Another potential issue in using fixed attenuators is that you are
adding another connector interface that could degrade repeatability over a period of time; if
secured adequately, the additional connector is not a problem.
–– Using VNA and InfiniiSim: if you measure the attenuated paths with a VNA, there is no
difference in the compensation procedure using InfiniiSim than what has already been
discussed.
–– Using PrecisionCable: if using PrecisionCable capability, there is a significant approach
difference. PrecisionCable will not comprehend the attenuator value – just the AC unflatness. You have to use PrecisionProbe and go into user-defined probe mode and first
perform a DC calibration.

B. DDR interposer with switched probe head
A very special case of switching arises when there are many probe heads connected to
signals on a test board and these are switched to the oscilloscope for measurement.
The issue in this use case is to minimize the number of probe amplifiers that need to be
purchased to measure the many signals (up to 18) on a DDR BGA. This case has the probes
being switched to the probe amplifiers instead of signals being switched to the channels
of an oscilloscope. It is similar to Case 1b above, but it is worthy of further consideration.
Figure 33 below shows the overall view of the problem that is being addressed. In order to
get to the pins of the DRAM, a BGA probe interposer is inserted between the DRAM and the
board. The interposer allows taps off the through connections from top of the interposer
connected to the DRAM to the bottom of the interposer connected to the memory board.
The interposer construction is a very important part of the measurement system. For more
information, see the Keysight application note Maximizing DDR BGA probe Bandwidth for
Superior Signal Fidelity with the publication number 5990-9761EN.

Oscilloscope probe head

Memory controller
Figure 33. DDR testing

DRAM
BGA probe
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A modified circuit representation of this is shown in Figure 34. Notice that there is a resistor
embedded in the interposer and the signal is routed to the probe through a transmission
line. The actual implementation of this has interposer transmission lines typically no longer
than 0.5 inch.

Memory
controller
Tx

DRAM
device

Via length of interposer
PC board transmission line

TL Vi

RS

Rx

RI

ZProbe

Interposer transmission

DDR BGA interposer

Damping resistor
Value of Interposer

Figure 34. Circuit diagram of DDR interposer

Only one probe is shown in both diagrams, however, the problem that confronts a DDR validation engineer is to measure not just one signal but perhaps 18 or 34. These signals would
include two differential signals, DQS and strobe, and 16 or 32 single-ended data signals.
The differential signals may be routed directly to the oscilloscope (channels with probe/
probe amplifiers), as they are common to all DDR data measurements, however, it is clear
there are not enough oscilloscope channels to look at the waveform parametrics of 16 data
signals. This situation would clearly be a great candidate for a switch matrix.
This switch matrix issue is a little different than the one presented earlier because the
switch matrix is to be located between the oscilloscope probe head and the oscilloscope
probe amplifier connected to one oscilloscope channel. It can be done in one of two ways:
using single-ended probes or using differential probes. In the first way, the outputs of each
single-ended probe go to the N-to-1 switch matrix. In the second way, you would use differential probes and route both outputs of the probes through a switch matrix configured as
two N-to-1 switches (as shown throughout this application note). Figure 35 shows both of
these configurations.
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Figure 35. DDR switching

Considerations in choosing the probe configuration are:
–– Probe loading: differential probe presents lower loading than a single-ended probe.
–– Bandwidth of measurements: a differential probe bandwidth may be much higher.
–– Routing complexity: the differential probe switch configuration requires that both paths
be phase matched to the probe amplifier.
Care must be taken in the construction of this probe/switch network particularly if the
differential implementation is selected. The first step is to ensure the network is phase
matched. Using the setup below with a fast pulse, splitter, and de-skewed oscilloscope
channels, subtract Ch2 from Ch1 and verify low residual voltage (total signal cancellation is
the ideal).

Pulse
generator

Figure 36. Verifying network between probe head and probe amp
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Step two would be to connect the probe amplifier, probe head, and matrix in between and
then solder both inputs of the differential probe to ground at the same point. The oscilloscope trace in this setup should be quiet, illustrating an electrically quiet grounding system.
The manner we would calibrate the switch paths is a little different than before. In this case,
we calibrate each path as a separate probe using the PrecisionProbe software where we
make use of the PrecisionProbe calibration fixture.
At this point we have the probes (probe paths) calibrated, but we have not comprehended
the interposer, which is very similar to our fixture or test board in Cases 1 and 2. When using the interposer, however, we are forced to de-embed it with a model where in the other
cases it is possible that the fixtures are good enough to not consider. This modeling of the
interposer and the generation of the de-embed file using InfiniiSim is discussed thoroughly
in the Keysight application note with the publication number 5990-9254EN. Once the
transfer function is created in InfiniiSim, we can proceed as earlier with measurements with
both PrecisionProbe and InfiniiSim transfer functions active.

C. Switching in applications
Many high speed digital applications can profitably make use of switches so the test framework supports the use, control, and calibration of these switch matrix networks. Applications such as DisplayPort, HDMI, MIPI, DDR, and PCI Express all have multiple lanes that
need to be tested. The switch interface is shown in the ‘Tools’ tab in the standard application menu and will lead to setting up the switch controller, which includes finding it on the
network using Keysight IO Libraries and then in the switch resource definition, setup, and
calibration screens. These are shown in the Figure 37.

Figure 37. Switch matrix access in standard application (DisplayPort shown) with controller definition
and switch path setup
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